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ROTOCONTROL Introducing Sensing and
Verification System at Labelexpo Europe 2011
Four ROTOCONTROL Machines will be exhibited in Brussels 28 September - 1 October 2011 in Stand
7M105

Ahrensburg, Germany (July 26, 2011) – ROTOCONTROL today announced the SVS (Sensing and
Verification System) option will be introduced at Labelexpo Europe 2011 in Brussels, the world's
largest event for the label, product decoration, web printing and converting industry. The SVS
features powerful algorithms to detect repeated printed images on most material types including
clear on clear, IML and butt-cut labels to provide missing label and matrix detection feedback to the
machine. Secure sensing technology is key to providing customers with accurate counting.
In Stand 7M105 ROTOCONTROL will also demonstrate leading-edge Finishing technology
including the flagship RSC Vertical Inspection Slitter/Rewinder, RSD Die Cutting, and the RSP
Single Pass 100% Security Inspection. 100% servo drives from Bosch Rexroth assures precise,
automatic tension control and high speed - trademarks of all ROTOCONTROL machines. The
RSC Slitter/Rewinder machine will also be demonstrated in the AVT Stand.
Also featured will be the recently announced Vacuum Splice Table option enhancing Operator
efficiency by automatically placing mill-splice/flags, matrix/missing labels and vision detected
defects right on the vertical inspection plate for reworking.
Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director of ROTOCONTROL commented: “Our company debut at
Labelexpo Europe 2009 was very successful. With over 80 Finishing Machine installations around
the world, we are pleased to return two years later to showcase our latest innovative technology
and meet with industry-leading Converters. We also look forward to meeting with key Converter
Representatives during “Operators Day”, organized by FINAT, on Saturday 1 October.
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Labelexpo Europe 2011 in Brussels, the world's largest event for the label, product decoration, web printing
and converting industry

About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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